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ANALYSIS by 
Emily Gullikson

The first of the feature graded stakes this afternoon, the G3 Red Carpet, will be contested on the turf and at the 11-furlong distance. This type of distance is a factor 
and often not many have experience at these “marathon” type races, though fortunately not the case with this group. Both the PLOT for Standard and Surface/
Distance match up and give an honest representation of the field as indicated by the “green” PlotFit. 


The pair of “Squares” placed in Quad I #5 CURLIN’S JOURNEY and #6 KEEPER OFTHE STARS are worth recognizing to start the analysis. Certainly tough to 
knock CURLIN’S JOURNEY with the 15-1 morning line too much, though will have to step up for her graded stakes debut and off some favorable trips this season. 
KEEPER OFTHE STARS was also able to find the “perfect” trip in the G3 Autumn Miss last out, and did seem to assist her that day. The Quad I contention 
suggests that pair will be forced to keep pace with #2 LOSTINTRANZLATION on that expects to be out winging on the front end and the pacesetter of the Baltas 
pair. 


The other part of the Baltas pair #3 STRIKE AT DAWN looks favorably placed in terms of trip on OptixPLOT even with the Circle position. That is worth noting as 
she is lightly raced and with a couple starts “dirtying” up her form. She not only looks to sit the right trip, but also has benefit from the second start off the layoff in 
the past and projects a move forward here today. Similar is the case for #1 VIBRANCE also “dirtied” up as a large tracking Circle. Also as a lightly raced three-year-
old she has upside with some back class and stakes placings as well as remaining on the turf this afternoon. 


The three Quad IV Squares will all look to capitalize on the noted “fire” contention and honest 63 SpeedRate. The trio is highlighted by #8 SIBERIAN IRIS the 
second place finisher in this event last year and with solid current form making her a contender here once again. With a similar trip, though lighter on class and 
speed figures both #4 TINY TINA and #7 ZUZANNA will be looking to close late. This will be the second turf route race on the card and worth paying attention to 
how the course is playing following the past couple days of rain. 
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